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Abstract

Low-energy cosmic-ray neutrons play an important role in the production of the cosmogenic nuclides 36Cl and 41Ca.
Previous approaches to modeling the distribution of low-energy neutrons beneath the surface of the earth have derived the
thermal neutrons directly from the high-energy neutron flux. We have improved on this model by deriving the thermal
neutrons from the moderation of the epithermal neutron flux, and the epithermal neutrons from the fast neutron flux.
Predictions from the improved model agree well with experimental measurements of thermal and epithermal neutron fluxes
both above and below the landratmosphere interface. Recalibration of the 36Cl surface production parameters of Phillips et

w 36al. Phillips, F.M., Zreda, M.G., Flinsch, M.R., Elmore, D., Sharma, P., 1996. A reevaluation of cosmogenic Cl production
.rates in terrestrial rocks. Geophys. Res. Lett., 23, pp. 949–952 , incorporating the new approach to simulating the

Ž .y1 y1 Ž .y1 y1low-energy neutron fluxes, yielded the following values: P 66.8 atoms g Ca year , P 137 atoms g K year ,s,Ca s,K
Ž . Ž .y1 y1 Ž 36and P 0 626 neutrons g air year this updated calibration also includes mugenic Cl production, based onf

.independent work . Comparison of ages of three groups of samples from sites not included in the calibration data set with
independently determined ages gave an average absolute error of 6.6% for all three data sets and coefficients of variation
among the samples in the groups ranging from 5% to 14%. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Galactic cosmic radiation originates from outside
the solar system and consists largely of high-energy
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Ž .protons and heavier atomic nuclei Gaisser, 1990 .
Reactions of this primary cosmic-ray flux with nu-
clei of gas atoms in the upper atmosphere creates a
cascade of secondary radiation that penetrates through

Žthe atmosphere down to the surface of the earth Lal
.and Peters, 1967 . Most of the nucleonic cosmic-ray

flux that reaches the surface of the earth consists of
neutrons. The higher-energy component of this sec-
ondary radiation is attenuated in exponential propor-
tion to the cumulative mass traversed by the cosmic-
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ray beam, and is relatively independent of whether
the radiation is passing through the atmosphere or

Ž .the solid earth Lal, 1991 . In contrast, the low-en-
ergy neutrons behave in a diffusive fashion and their
fluxes are strongly dependent on the composition of

Žthe medium through which they move Bethe et al.,
.1940 . This characteristic creates a rather complex

distribution of low-energy neutron fluxes at the
landratmosphere interface.

The behavior of neutrons at the landratmosphere
interface assumed a new degree of importance with
the advent of terrestrial, in situ, cosmogenic nuclide

Ž .studies about 15 years ago Cerling and Craig, 1994 .
Two of the measurable terrestrial cosmogenic nu-
clides, 36Cl and 41Ca, are produced by low-energy
neutron absorption reactions. They are usually sam-
pled at the surface of the earth in order to measure
exposure ages or erosion rates. Application of these
nuclides to geological problems therefore requires
the ability to calculate low-energy neutron fluxes at
the landratmosphere interface.

Ž .Liu et al. 1994 have previously presented an
analytical solution for the distribution of the thermal
neutron flux at the interface. This formulation, how-
ever, suffered from some significant limitations. Liu

Ž . wet al. 1994 warned: AThe limitations of our ap-
xproach that are inherent in its basic assumptions

should be emphasized. Probably the most critical of
these is the neglect of intermediate energy interac-
tions. Variations in the rate of neutron thermalization
can potentially have a profound effect on the thermal
neutron distribution. Hydrogen is the most effective
neutron energy moderator, and . . . water content can
very strongly influence the thermal neutron distribu-

w xtion with depth. Our formulation . . . will probably
be significantly in error for moist soils, or circum-
stances where water or snow cover the surface for
significant periods of time.B In this paper, we ad-
dress these limitations by deriving an improved ap-
proach to calculating the low-energy neutron fluxes
that accounts for neutron energy moderation effects,
provides epithermal as well as thermal neutron fluxes,
and allows incorporation of the effect of water on the
distribution of the thermal flux. We then update the
36Cl production rate calibration previously presented

Ž .by Phillips et al. 1996 by incorporating the new
epithermal and thermal diffusion formulations. We
also incorporate the effects of muon production of

36Cl into the calibration, based on the work of Stone
Ž .et al. 1998 .

2. Cosmogenic neutron fluxes

Cosmic-ray neutrons are produced throughout the
atmosphere and upper few meters of the earth’s crust
due to bombardment of nuclei by high-energy cos-
mic rays. Each high-energy collision typically pro-
duces three to eight neutrons, each neutron having an
average energy of 1 MeV, ranging up to 10 MeV, or

Ž .even higher Yamashita et al., 1966 . These neutrons
lose kinetic energy through collisions with surround-
ing nuclei. Collisions with heavy nuclei transfer little
energy and thus many collisions are required to
reach the thermal regime, whereas collisions with

Ž .light nuclei especially hydrogen effectively transfer
energy to the target nucleus and thus rapidly moder-
ate the cosmic-ray neutrons to low energies.

The high-energy cosmic-ray flux originates from
outside the atmosphere and propagates downward,
thus there is a net flux of both particles and energy
in the downward direction. In contrast, by the time
the cosmic-ray neutrons reach the epithermal energy

Ž .regime 0.5 eV-E -1 keV , particle paths haven

been thoroughly randomized and the average behav-
ior of the neutron flux is diffusive. The propensity
for absorption of the neutrons into the nuclei of
atoms with which they collide generally increases as
the neutron energy decreases. Ultimately, those neu-
trons that are not absorbed during the energy moder-
ation process are slowed down to the thermal energy
regime, i.e., they possess only the kinetic energy
dictated by the temperature of the ambient environ-
ment. For earth-surface environments, we consider
the thermal regime to lie between 0.5 and 0 eV, with
a typical average energy of ;0.025 eV. These
thermal neutrons are most readily absorbed — or
AcapturedB — into the nuclei of certain atoms, pre-
dominantly Fe, Ti, Si, K, Gd, Cl, and B in most

Ž .common types of rocks Leavy, 1987 . In this paper,
we refer to neutrons in both the epithermal and
thermal energy ranges as Alow-energy neutrons.B

The source for neutrons in each energy range is
the moderation of neutrons of higher energy. The

Žsink for neutrons in each energy range except the
.thermal range is twofold: moderation of neutron
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energy out of the range and absorption. In the ther-
mal range, since it is by definition the lowest energy
possible in the particular environment, the only sink
is absorption. The complexity of neutron behavior at
the landratmosphere interface is largely a result of
the contrasting neutron absorption properties of the
atmosphere and typical earth surface materials. In the
epithermal energy range, it is largely the energy
moderation properties that dominate the loss of neu-
trons from the range. On a mass basis, the ability of
the atmosphere to moderate epithermal neutrons is
about an order of magnitude better than that of most
dry rocks. However, due to the very effective energy
moderation properties of hydrogen, small amounts of
water in rock or soil will greatly increase its bulk
moderation properties. Saturated soil is about five
times as effective as the atmosphere in moderating
epithermal neutrons. As a result of these changes in
material properties with water content, dry soil usu-
ally has much higher epithermal neutron fluxes than
the atmosphere, but wet soil has lower epithermal
fluxes.

Thermal neutron fluxes, on the other hand, are
much less dependent on water content. The only sink
for thermal neutrons is absorption, and thus, it is the
contrast in bulk thermal neutron absorption proper-
ties that determines the distribution of thermal neu-
tron fluxes at the interface. Nitrogen has a very large
thermal neutron absorption cross-section, and as a

Ž .result, the macroscopic bulk absorption of the at-
mosphere is about one order of magnitude larger
than that of most types of rock. Thermal neutron
fluxes are therefore typically high in rock or soil and
low in the atmosphere.

3. Distribution of the epithermal neutron flux

Ž .Liu et al. 1994 obtained an equation describing
the variation of the thermal neutron flux around the
landratmosphere interface by simultaneously solv-
ing thermal-neutron diffusion equations for the at-
mosphere and subsurface. They assumed that the
thermal neutrons were derived directly from the
high-energy or AfastB neutron flux. In this paper we
take a similar approach, but we perform a two-stage
derivation: first deriving epithermal neutrons from

the fast neutron flux, and then thermal neutrons from
the epithermal flux. This approach permits both the
epithermal and thermal fluxes to be calculated, and
allows the effects of energy-moderating elements,
such as hydrogen, to be incorporated.

Ž .Analogously to Liu et al. 1994 , we assume that
the epithermal neutron flux is governed by two
linked diffusion equations of the form:

d2F Feth , i eth , i
D s yR P Z 1Ž . Ž .eth , i eth , i f2 LdZ eth , i

The two equations are for isa and isss, where a
refers to the atmosphere and ss refers to the subsur-

Ž .face. The left-hand side of Eq. 1 represents the
Ž .diffusive loss AleakageB of epithermal neutrons per

unit mass per unit time. The first term on the right-
hand side is the rate of loss of epithermal neutrons
by energy moderation and resonance absorption and
the second term is the rate of production of epither-
mal neutrons by moderation of higher-energy cos-
mic-ray neutrons. This formulation is based on stan-
dard neutron diffusion theory employed in nuclear

Ž Ž .reactor engineering e.g., Glasstone 1955 , Eq.
. Ž y2 .3.18.1 . Z is mass depth g cm , the cumulative

mass traversed per unit area as a function of linear
distance from the reference plane, which is the land

Žsurface by convention, Z is positive for depth be-
.low, and negative for height above, this surface .

D is the epithermal neutron diffusion coefficienteth, i
Ž y2 .g cm for medium i, calculated according to:

y1y1
D s 3S 1y2 3 A 2Ž .Ž .ž /eth , i sc , i i

S is the macroscopic neutron scattering cross-sec-sc, i
Ž 2 y1.tion cm g in material i:

S s s N 3Ž .Ýsc , i sc ,k k , i
k

A is the average atomic weight of material i, si sc,k

is the elemental neutron scattering cross-section of
Ž 2 y1element k cm atom ; values for the elemental

low-energy neutron transport properties are given in
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Table 1
Ž .Elemental values for low-energy neutron transport parameters, from Fabryka-Martin 1988

k A j s s Ii i sc, i th, i a, i
y1 y24 2 y1 y24 2 y1 y24 2 y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g mol unitless 10 cm atom 10 cm atom 10 cm atom

O 16 0.12 3.76 0.0002 0.0004
H 1 1 20.5 0.33 0
C 12 0.158 4.74 0.0034 0.0016
Na 23 0.084 3.025 0.53 0.311
Mg 24.3 0.08 3.42 0.063 0.038
Al 27 0.072 1.41 0.23 0.17
Si 28.1 0.07 2.01 0.17 0.127
P 31 – 5 0.2 –
K 39.1 0.05 2.04 2.15 1
Ca 40.1 0.049 2.53 0.43 0.235
Ti 47.9 0.041 4.09 6.1 3.1
Mn 54.9 0.036 2.2 13.3 14
Fe 55.8 0.035 11.35 2.56 1.39
Cl 35.5 0.055 15.8 33.5 13.7
B 10.8 0.174 4.27 767 1722
Sm 150.4 0.013 38 9640 1400
Gd 157.3 0.013 172 41 560 390

.Table 1 , and N is the concentration of element kk , i
y1Ž .in material i atoms g . A is given by:i

A NÝ k k , i
kA s 4Ž .i NÝ k , i

k

Žwhere A is the atomic weight of element k gk
y1 . y1mol . A is equal to 14.5 g mol . The quantitya

Ž . y1A2B in Eq. 2 also has units of g mol . The term
Ž .y11y2 3 A accounts for anisotropic scattering ofi

the epithermal neutrons.
Ž y2F is the epithermal neutron flux n cmeth, i

y1 .s . Note that this quantity is independent of the
Ž .direction of individual neutrons i.e., a scalar and is

therefore the equivalent of neutron concentration
rather than a net directional transport in the usual
sense of a flux. For this derivation, the datum is the
land surface; positive is downward and negative

Ž .upward. Following Glasstone 1955 , Eq. 3.82.1, the
Žeffective epithermal neutron attenuation length g

y2 .cm is given by:

y1 y1L s j I qS sS 5Ž . Ž .eth , i i eff , i sc , i eth , i

Ž .where j is the macroscopic average log decrementi

energy loss per neutron collision:

j s NÝ k sc ,k k , i
k

j s 6Ž .i
s NÝ sc ,k k , i

k

I is the effective resonance integral for absorptioneff, i

of epithermal neutrons by material i and is given by:

I s I N 7Ž . Ž .Ýeff , i a k , ik
k

Ž .where I is the dilute resonance integral for ep-a k
Žithermal neutron absorption by element k note that

the AaB in this term refers to AabsorptionB rather than
.AatmosphereB . S is the effective epithermal losseth, i

Ž .by both absorption and energy moderation cross-
Ž 2 y1.section cm g .

Ž y1 y1.P is the production rate n g year off
Žepithermal neutrons from fast i.e., energetic: ;1 to

.10 MeV secondary cosmogenic neutrons. Following
the standard model, we assume that the fast neutron
flux follows an exponential distribution with cumula-
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Žtive mass depth see Liu et al., 1994; Lal, 1991;
.Gosse and Phillips, 2000 :

Z
P Z sP 0 exp y 8Ž . Ž . Ž .f f ž /Lf

Ž .P 0 is the production rate of epithermal neutronsf

from fast neutrons in the atmosphere at the
landratmosphere interface and L is the fast neutronf

Ž y2 .attenuation length g cm , which has been empiri-
cally established to be in the range 140 to 170 g

y2 Žcm , depending on latitude Cerling and Craig,
. Ž .1994 . R dimensionless is the normalizationeth, i

factor for the neutron production rate and according
Ž .to Dep et al. 1994 is given by:

1r2Ai
R s 9Ž .eth , i ž /Aa

R is equal to unity.eth,a

The general solution of the coupled differential
equations for atmosphere and for subsurface, of the

Ž .form of Eq. 1 , is given by:

1r2
Seth , i

F Z sC exp yZŽ .eth , i i ,1 ž /ž /Deth , i

1r2
Seth , i

qC exp Zi ,2 ž /ž /Deth , i

R P 0 yZŽ .eth , i f
q exp 10Ž .y2 ž /LS yD L feth , i eth , i f

Ž .The constants of integration in Eq. 10 can be
solved using the boundary conditions listed below:

Ž . Ž . Ži F ` s0 the cosmic-ray flux is com-eth,ss
.pletely attenuated at an infinite depth

Ž . Ž . Ž . Žii F 0 sF 0 continuity of concentra-eth,ss eth,a
wtion commonly referred to as epithermal neutron
x .flux across the atmospherersubsurface boundary

Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .iii D dF 0 rdZ sD dF 0 rdZeth,ss eth,ss eth,a eth,a
Ž w xcontinuity of true epithermal neutron flux across

.the boundary
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž y 2 ..iv F Z s P 0 r S y D Leth,a f eth,a eth,a f

Ž . Žexp yZrL , Z<0 at large distances above thef

boundary the epithermal neutron flux is in spatial
equilibrium with the atmospheric energetic neu-

.tron flux .

The solutions for the subsurface and atmospheric
epithermal neutron fluxes are given by:

Z
)F sF exp yeth , i eth , i ž /Lf

< <Z
)

q FDF exp y 11Ž . Ž .eth , i ž /Leth , i

where L is the epithermal neutron diffusion lengtheth, i
Ž y2 . Ž .1r2in medium i g cm , equal to D rS ,eth, i eth, i

and

Reth , i
)F sP 0 12Ž . Ž .eth , i f 2S yD rLeth , i eth , i f

D Deth , j eth ,ss
) ))

DF y DFeth , i eth ,aL Leth , j f
)

FDF s 13Ž . Ž .eth , i D Deth ,a eth ,ss
y

L Leth ,a eth ,ss

where

DF ) sF ) yF ) 14aŽ .eth , i eth , j eth , i

and

Deth ,a
)) ) )

DF sF y F 14bŽ .eth ,a eth ,ss eth ,aDeth ,ss

Ž .i is the environment of interest a or ss and j is the
Ž .other environment i.e., if isa, then jsss . Physi-

cally, F ) represents the epithermal neutron fluxeth,ss
Ž y2 y1.n cm year that would be observed at the
position of the land surface if the atmosphere had the
same epithermal neutron transport properties as the
subsurface and DF ) is the difference between theeth

equilibrium epithermal neutron fluxes in a medium
with the properties of the atmosphere and one with

Ž .the properties of the subsurface. FDF repre-eth, i

sents the difference between the flux that would be
observed at Zs0 if only medium i were present
and the flux actually observed in the presence of an
interface.
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4. Distribution of the thermal neutron flux

We assume that the thermal neutron flux is gov-
Ž .erned by a diffusion equation similar to Eq. 1 , but,

Ž . Ž .in contrast to Eq. 3 in Liu et al. 1994 , we assume
that the source term in the equation is the rate of
moderation of the epithermal neutron flux, rather
than the fast neutron flux:

d2F Fth , i th , i
D sth , i 2 LdZ th , i

p E yZŽ .th a
)yR F expth , i eth , i ž /L Leth , i f

< <y Z
)

q FDF exp 15Ž . Ž .eth , i ž /Leth , i

Ž .where p E is the resonance escape probability ofth i
Žmedium i i.e., the fraction of epithermal neutrons

that survive moderation into the thermal energy
.regime without absorption :

yIeff , i
p E sexp 16Ž . Ž .th i ž /Ssc , i

R is the ratio of epithermal neutrons produced inth

medium i that reach thermal energies to those pro-
duced in the atmosphere that reach thermal energies:

p EŽ .th i
R s 17Ž .th , i p EŽ .th a

y1
y1L sS s s N 18Ž .Ýth , i th , i th ,k k , iž /

k

y1y1D s 3S 1y2 3 A 19Ž . Ž .Ž .th , i sc , i i

S is the macroscopic thermal neutron absorptionth
Ž 2 y1.cross-section cm g and s is the elementalth,k

thermal neutron absorption cross-section for element
Ž 2 . Žk cm . Note that s is conventionally expressedth

y24 2 .in barns, where 1 barns10 cm . As with the
Ž .epithermal neutron flux governing equation, Eq. 15

Ž .applies to both the atmosphere isa and the sub-
Ž .surface isss .
Ž .Eq. 15 can be solved simultaneously for the

atmosphere and the subsurface, subject to the same

four boundary conditions listed above for the ep-
ithermal neutron problem, except that AthB is substi-
tuted for AethB and epithermal parameter values are
used instead of the thermal values. The solutions for
both materials can be expressed as:

< <yZ y Z
)

)F sF exp q IDF expŽ . eth , ith , i th , i ž / ž /L Lf eth , i

< <y Z
)

q IDF exp 20Ž . Ž .th , i ž /Lth , i

Žwhere L is the thermal neutron diffusion length gth, i
y2 . Ž .1r2cm in medium i, equal to D rS , andth, i th, i

p E R F )Ž .th th , i eth , ia
)F s 21Ž .th , i 2L S yD rLŽ .eth , i th , i th , i f

)

p E R FDFŽ . Ž . eth , ith th , i) a
IDF s 22Ž . Ž .eth , i 2L S yD rLŽ .eth , i th , i th , i eth , i

) )

) y1 y1IDF s D F L y IDF LŽ . Ž .Ž .th , i eth ,ath ,a th ,a f eth ,a

yD F ) Ly1Žth ,ss th ,ss th ,ss

) y1q IDF LŽ . .eth ,ss eth ,ss

Dth , j )

)q DF qD IDFŽ .Ž .eth , ith , iLth , j

=

y1D Dth ,ss th ,a
q 23Ž .

L Lth ,ss th ,a

Ž .) Ž .)The terms TTDF and TTDF quantify theeth, i th, i

deviations of the thermal neutron profile at the atmo-
spherersubsurface interface from one in the atmo-
sphere only, due to the shape of the parent epither-
mal neutron profile and the subsequent diffusion of
the thermalized neutrons across the interface, respec-

Ž .tively. The other parameters in Eq. 23 are as
follows:

DF ) sF ) yF ) 24Ž .th , j th , j th , i

) ) )

D IDF s IDF y IDF 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .eth , jeth , i eth , i

Ž . Ž .Eqs. 11 and 20 can be combined to give the total
subsurface production rate of any nuclide, m, that is
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produced by absorption of low-energy cosmogenic
neutrons:

f feth ,m th ,m
P s F q F 26Ž .ethqth ,ss ,m eth ,ss th ,ss

L Leth ,ss th ,ss

where:

I X N Xa ,k k
f s 27Ž .eth ,m Ieff ,ss

and

s X N Xth ,k k
f s 28Ž .th ,m

Sth

where f and f are, respectively, the fractionseth,m th,m

of the total epithermal and thermal neutrons that are
X Ž 35 40 .absorbed by target nuclide k e.g., Cl or Ca to

Ž 36 41 .produce nuclide m e.g., Cl or Ca .

5. Comparison with experimental results

Unfortunately, there are few experimental data
against which to compare our model simulations. In

Ž .Liu et al. 1994 , we have previously described one
such experiment conducted at Los Alamos National

Ž .Laboratory 2200 m elevation . Briefly, a concrete
pad was constructed with horizontal tubes to serve as
access for 3He neutron counting tubes. The array of
access tubes extended over a depth of 1 m. Counts
were collected with both bare and Cd-shielded coun-
ters. From these data, the thermal and epithermal
neutron fluxes can be calculated as a function of

Ždepth calculation of the thermal flux from the dif-
ference between unshielded and Cd-shielded count

Ž .rates was described in Liu et al. 1994 , and the
epithermal fluxes were calculated from the Cd-

.shielded count rates .
Fig. 1 shows the epithermal and thermal cosmic-

ray neutron fluxes measured in the Los Alamos
experiment, compared with the neutron fluxes calcu-

Ž . Ž .lated using Eqs. 11 and 20 . Values for the mate-
rial-dependent parameters in the equations were cal-
culated using the concrete composition published in

Ž .Liu et al. 1994 . The water content of 13 vol.%
Ž .from Liu et al. 1994 was used and a value of 626 n

y1 y1 Ž .g year specified for P 0 . This value comesf

ŽFig. 1. Comparison of epithermal and thermal neutron fluxes measured in a concrete block at Los Alamos National Laboratory Liu et al.,
. Ž . Ž .1994 with the distribution of these fluxes given by Eqs. 11 and 20 . The epithermal flux measurements are given by squares and the

thermal flux measurements by circles.
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Ž .Fig. 2. Comparison of epithermal and thermal fluxes measured in air in South Carolina by Hendrick and Edge 1966 with the distribution of
Ž . Ž .these fluxes given by Eqs. 11 and 20 . The epithermal flux data are given by squares and the thermal flux data by circles.

directly from the recalibration described below. The
agreement between the calculated and observed neu-
tron fluxes is good.

Neutron fluxes in the air were not measured
during the Los Alamos experiment. However, Hen-

Ž .drick and Edge 1966 conducted an experiment in
South Carolina in which neutron counters were raised
up a 450-m-high antenna tower. The differential
neutron fluxes they reported were converted to fluxes
within our specified epithermal and thermal energy
ranges using an assumed average epithermal energy
of 1.5 keV and an assumed average thermal energy
of 0.6 eV. These average energy values are some-
what arbitrary, inasmuch as Hendrick and Edge
Ž .1966 did not actually determine the average ener-
gies sampled by their detectors, and described the
epithermal and thermal average energies only as
Aabout 1 keVB and Abelow ;1 eVB, respectively.
Their measurements are compared with the fluxes

Ž . Ž .predicted by Eqs. 11 and 20 in Fig. 2. Hendrick
Ž .and Edge 1966 did not measure the composition of

the soil beneath the tower, and we therefore used the
composition of an average shale from Fabryka-Martin
Ž .1988 . We employed their measured water content

of 3.7%. Although the incompleteness of the experi-
mental data makes comparison of the absolute fluxes
rather uncertain, the shape of the observed and pre-
dicted fluxes agree well, as do the relative magni-
tudes of the thermal and epithermal fluxes.

6. Discussion

The comparisons with experimental data illus-
Ž . Ž .trated above indicate that Eqs. 11 and 20 ade-

quately predict the epithermal and thermal cosmo-
genic neutron fluxes in, and above, earth materials.
In particular, they are able to account for the effect
of water on the moderation of epithermal neutrons.
As shown in Fig. 3a, the epithermal flux is very
strongly dependent on water content. Dry rock is a
much poorer moderator of epithermal neutrons than
is the atmosphere, hence, the epithermal flux in rock
is much greater than in the atmosphere. However,
the addition of even very small amounts of water
greatly increases the moderating power of the rock
Ž .due solely to the increased concentration of H ,
dramatically decreasing the epithermal neutron flux.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. a Epithermal neutron flux in average shale Fabryka-Martin, 1988 as a function of water content, given in percent by each curve.
Ž .The epithermal flux data of Hendrick and Edge 1966 are shown for comparison. The measured water content during the experiment of

Ž . Ž .Hendrick and Edge 1966 was 3.7%. b Thermal neutron flux in average shale as a function of water content. The thermal flux data of
Ž .Hendrick and Edge 1966 are shown for comparison.

In contrast, Fig. 3b shows that the thermal neutron
flux is much less sensitive to water content. The

thermal neutron flux initially increases as the water
content of the rock increases above the completely
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dry state because the reduced time spent by the
neutrons in the epithermal energy range minimizes
the potential for resonance absorption. However, as
the water content increases above ;5%, the resul-
tant increase in density and the thermal neutron
absorption cross-section reduces the thermal neutron
flux.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of changing water
content on the production rate of 36Cl. Two effects
compete as the water content increases: the rate of
thermalization of the epithermal neutrons increases,
but so does the competition of the water itself for

Ž .neutron absorption. At low water content -2% ,
there is a slight increase in the 36Cl production rate
as the water content increases. This is because the
increased rate of thermalization decreases the rate at
which epithermal neutrons diffuse into the atmo-
sphere. However, above ;2% water content, the
increased bulk density and increased competition for
thermal neutrons by the water becomes the predomi-
nant effect and the 36Cl production rate decreases.
Accurate estimation of water content is not a critical

Žproblem for low-porosity rocks such as typical crys-
.talline rocks or in dry climates, but becomes more

important as the water content increases beyond
10%. Snow or ponded water on the rock surface will
also have a significant effect, although it cannot be

Fig. 4. Variation in the 36Cl production rate from both epithermal
and thermal neutron absorption by 35Cl, as a function of water

Žcontent, for average shale, basalt, and carbonate rocks composi-
. Žtions from Fabryka-Martin, 1988 . Variation of production in

.granite is very similar to that in basalt. Rocks were assumed to be
at sea level and high latitude. Production rates are given per ppm
Cl in order to normalize for varying Cl concentration.

Fig. 5. Comparison of epithermal and thermal neutron fluxes in
Žaverage carbonate, shale, and basalt compositions from Fabryka-

.Martin, 1988 . Epithermal fluxes are indicated by the thin lines
and thermal fluxes by the thick lines. The rocks were assumed to
be completely dry, and to be at high latitude and sea level.

simulated with the simple two-medium solutions pre-
sented here.

The neutron flux distributions are significantly
dependent on rock composition, as well as water
content. Fig. 5 shows simulated thermal and epither-
mal neutron distributions in three common rock types:

Žcarbonate, shale, and basalt the distribution in gran-
.ite is very similar to that in basalt . For these calcula-

tions, all rock types are assumed to be dry. Both the
magnitudes of the fluxes and the shapes of the
profiles are sensitive to the elemental composition of
the rock.

7. Updated 36 Cl production calibration

A major motivation for this work is to obtain
more accurate surface exposure ages using cosmo-
genic nuclides produced by low-energy neutron ab-
sorption reactions, especially 36Cl. Phillips et al.
Ž .1996 previously obtained production parameters
for cosmogenic 36Cl, based on a large data set of
independently dated samples, using the thermal neu-
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Ž .tron transport theory of Liu et al. 1994 . The new
parameterization of the low-energy neutron fluxes
that is presented in this paper requires that these
production parameters be recalibrated, since they are
model-dependent. We therefore repeated the calibra-

Ž .tion of Phillips et al. 1996 using for the low-energy
Ž . Ž .neutron production Eqs. 11 and 20 instead of the

Ž .corresponding equations in Liu et al. 1994 . The
Ž .same data set as in Phillips et al. 1996 was em-

Ž .ployed 33 samples ranging in age from 2 to 55 ka
except that samples COM92-18, COM92-20, and
MK-AT3B-28 were deleted from the data set. The
first two were deleted because their analytical results
deviated markedly from the results of multiple repli-
cate samples from the same flows, and the last
because of new doubts about the reliability of the
K–Ar independent age. As previously, the produc-
tion parameters were calculated by minimizing the
reduced x 2 parameter. However, a major difference

Ž .from the procedure in Phillips et al. 1996 is these
authors had explicitly excluded production of 36Cl by

Žmuons slow muon absorption by Ca, absorption of
low-energy neutrons produced by slowing of fast

.muons, and photodisintegration reactions whereas in
this paper we account for muon production The
formalism for including the muogenic production is

Ž .given in Gosse and Phillips 2000 and is based on
Ž .the results of Stone et al. 1998 . It is important to

emphasize that this ArecalibrationB does not include
any new data, but is rather simply intended to make
the model-dependent 36Cl production parameters
consistent with the new theoretical models presented
above.

The recalibration yielded an increase of ;7% in
Ž Ž ..the fast neutron production parameter P 0 , fromf

Ž .y1 y1 Ž586 to 626 fast neutrons g air year all pro-
duction parameters are normalized to high latitude

.and sea level . This is largely a result of the more
accurate parameterization for low-energy neutron
fluxes. The production constant for spallation of Ca
Ž .P decreased by ;9%, from 73.3 to 66.8 atomss,Ca
36 Ž .y1 y1Cl g Ca year . This is largely due to the
explicit incorporation of 36Cl production by slow
muon absorption by Ca. The value of the production

Ž .constant for spallation of K P was not changeds,K
Ž .from that of Phillips et al. 1996 because it was

Ž .from a separate analysis see Phillips et al., 1996
and this production constant is poorly constrained by
this data set alone. The average deviation of the

Ž .calculated ages from the control ages the bias
decreased from 5.6% to 3.5%, but the value of the
average absolute deviation, 12.6%, remained nearly
the same as in the previous calibration. Phillips et al.
Ž .1996 also calculated production parameters that
included a correction for secular variation of the
production rates due to past variations in geomag-
netic intensity. However, questions have recently
been raised regarding the validity of the standard

Ž .elevationrlatitude scaling Lal, 1991 by Dunai
Ž .2000 , and until these are resolved, we will defer
any similar analysis.

We checked both the accuracy and the precision
of ages determined using the new theoretical basis
and production parameters by calculating 36Cl ages
for three data sets that are completely independent of
the calibration data set. The results are reported in

Table 2
Comparisons between independent ages and ages derived using the low-energy neutron formulations and production rates of this study

Site Location Number Material Independent Average Standard Average Average
36Ž . Ž .of samples age ka Cl age deviation error % absolute
Ž . Ž . Ž .ka ka error %

Egesen moraine Switzerland 3 Mixed 11.6"0.6 11.9 1.4 2.4 8.6
Lathrop Wells, Nevada, USA 16 Basalt 77"4 63.5 9.0 y17.5 17.5
all samples
Lathrop Wells, Nevada, USA 6 Basal 77"4 72.1 3.7 y6.3 6.3
6 oldest samples
Recess Peak California, USA 9 Granodiorite 13.3"0.3 12.9 0.7 y2.8 5.0
moraines

(Mean using six y2.2 6.6
)oldest LW samples
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Table 2. The first sample set was three boulders from
the Egesen moraines in the Swiss Alps, collected and

Ž .analyzed by Ivy-Ochs et al. 1996 . These moraines
are firmly correlated with the Younger Dryas climate
oscillation, dated by numerous methods to 12.1 to
11.0 ka. The lithology was mixed. We recalculated
the boulder ages using the new theoretical basis and
production parameters of this paper and obtained an
average of 11.9"1.4 ka. The second data set was 16
samples from the Lathrop Wells volcanic center in
southern Nevada, USA. This small basaltic volcano
has recently been dated to 77"4 ka by 40Arr39Ar
Ž .Heizler et al., 1999 . We recalculated the ages of 11

Ž .samples reported by Zreda et al. 1993 and five
more samples that we have analyzed subsequently.
These yielded an average of 64"9 ka. There is a
significant possibility that some of these samples
have temporarily been covered by sand, causing
some scatter toward younger apparent ages. The
mean and standard deviation of the six oldest sam-
ples is 72"3.7 ka. The third data set consisted of
nine samples from boulders on Recess Peak age
moraines at the Treasure and Topsy-Turvey Lakes in
the Bishop Creek drainage, and Third Lake in the
Big Pine Creek drainage, in the Eastern Sierra
Nevada, California. The sample lithology was gran-
odiorite. The termination of the Recess Peak glacia-
tion has been dated to 13.1"0.085 calendar ka by
radiocarbon measurements on basal sediments of

Žlakes ponded behind the moraines Clark and Gille-
.spie, 1996 . Given that this is a limiting minimum

age, we have assumed a date of 13.3"0.3 ka for the
deposition of the terminal moraines. The mean and
one standard deviation of the nine samples was

Ž .12.9"0.7 ka F.M. Phillips, unpublished data, 2000 .
In all three cases, and in spite of variable lithology,
the ages obtained from these independent data sets
appear to be acceptably accurate and reproducible.
The coefficients of variation are 5% to 14% and the
absolute average error 6.6%.

The comparisons given above indicate that the
recalibrated production rates obtained from the the-
ory given in this paper, together with the calibration

Ž .data set of Phillips et al. 1996 , gives satisfactory
results when applied to independently constrained
sample sets. However, there still remain significant
and troublesome discrepancies with the 36Cl produc-

Ž .tion rates obtained by Stone et al. 1996 and Swan-

Ž .son 1996 . Incomplete correction for elevationrlati-
Ž .tude scaling Dunai, 2000 may play a role in these

discrepancies, but additional calibration samples and
laboratory investigations are needed to resolve these
problems.

8. Summary

The fluxes of low-energy cosmic-ray neutrons are
strongly dependent on the elemental composition of
earth materials, especially the water content. Previ-
ous formulations adequately simulated the depth-dis-
tribution of thermal neutrons, but did not adequately
model the effects of energy moderation by water and
other materials, on epithermal neutron fluxes. We

Ž .have improved on the approach of Liu et al. 1994
Ž .and Phillips et al. 1996 by explicitly modeling the

production and moderation of epithermal neutrons
and the production of thermal neutrons from the
epithermal flux. The predictions of the model show
good agreement with experimental measurements of
thermal and epithermal neutron fluxes.

The 36Cl production parameters were recalibrated
using the new low-energy neutron distribution equa-
tion, and also explicitly accounting for muogenic
production. This resulted in a higher value for the
fast neutron production parameter and a lower one
for the calcium spallation parameter. A test of the
recalculated production parameters against three in-
dependent data sets confirmed good accuracy and
typical reproducibility of about 10%.
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